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FlG!.iRE 1.21 Tjrpical l~V plot of
an transistor.
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designers because the forward biasing of the collector—l:»ase junction injects minority
carriers into the neutral collector. Section 8.1.4 discusses the effects of saturation upon
integrated bipolar transistors in greater detail.

The collector-emitter voltage in the forward active region is large enough to
reverse bias the collector—base junction. Ohmic drops in the collector no longer sig-
nificantly reduce the electric field across the collector—base junction, so the current
flow through the transistor now depends solely’ upon betalhe slight upward tilt to
the current curves results from the Earl}: effect. As the reverse bias on the collector—
base junction increases, the depletion region at this junction widens and conse~
quently the neutral base narrows. Since beta depends on base width, it increases
slightly as the collectorernitter voltage rises. The Early effect can be minimized by
using a Very" lightly doped collector, so the depletion region extends primarily into
the collector rather than into the base.

Beyond a certain collectoremitter voltage, the collector current increases rapidly.
This effect limits the maximum operating voltage of the transistor. in the case of a typ-
ical integrated NPN transistor, this Voltage equals some 30V—4()V.The increased current
flow results from either one of two effects, the first of which is avalanche breakdown.
The collector-base junction will avalanche if it is sufficiently reVerse—biased. A wide
lightly doped collector region can greatly increase the avalanche voltage rating, and dis
Crete power transistors can achieve operating voltages of more than a thousand volts

The second limiting mechanism is base pumfhthrrmglt. Punchthrough occurs
when the collector—base depletion region reaches all the way through the base and
merges with the baseernitter depletion region. Once this occurs, carriers can flow
directly from emitter to collector, and current is limited only by the resistance of the
neutral collector and ernitterfhe resulting rapid increase in collector current mini»
ics the effects of avalanche breakdown.

Base pnnchthroitgh is often ohserved in highgain transistors‘ For example. szrper»
beta transistors nse an extremely thin base region to obtain betas of a thonsarid or
rrrore. Base pnnchthrottgh limits the operating voltage of these devices to a couple
of volts. Sllp€1”~l3€la transistors also display a pronounced Early effect because of the
encroachrnent of the collector-base depletion region into the e:~;trenicl§; thin neutriil
base. Crerieral-purpose transistors use wicler base regions to redrrce the Early effect.
and their operating voltages are trsirailfs limited hy avalanche instead of hose
onrrchthroirgh {Section 8.12).

MOS rnaresrsroas

The bipolar junction transistor arnolities a srrrall change in input cirrrent to proirirlc
2; large charige in outpot ciirrerrt.The gain of a hioolar transistor is thus ilefiricd as
the ratio <l:>t” output to merit correct {hora}. Esriotlter typrz of trarrsisttir. called it §i.:»;2§—
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effect transistor (FET), transforms a change in input voltage into a change in output
current.The gain of an FET is measured by its transconductarzce, defined as the ratio

of change in output current to change in input voltage.
The field—effect transistor is so named because its input terminal (called its gate)

influences the flow of current through the transistor by projecting an electric field

across an insulating layer. Virtually no current flows through this insulator, so the

gate current of a FET transistor is vanishingly small.The most common type of FET
uses a thin silicon dioxide layer as an insulator beneath the gate electrode.This type
of transistor is called a inetal-oxide-semicondizctor (MOS) transistor, or alternatively,

a metal—oxide~semicomiucior fi'elrl—eflecz transistor (MOSFET). MOS transistors

have replaced bipolars in many applications because they are smaller and can often

operate using less power.
The MOS transistor can be better understood by first considering a simpler device

called a MOS capacitor. This device consists of two electrodes, one of metal and one

of extrinsic silicon, separated by a thin layer of silicon dioxide (Figure l.22A). The

metal electrode forms the gate, while the semiconductor slab forms the backgare or

body. The insulating oxide layer between the two is called the gate dielectric. The
illustrated device has a backgate consisting of lightly doped P-type silicon. The elec-

trical behavior of this MOS capacitor can be demonstrated by grounding the back-

gate and biasing the gate to various voltages The MOS capacitor of Figure l.22A has
a gate potential of 0V. The difference in work functions between the metal gate and
the semiconductor backgate causes a small electric field to appear across the dielec-
tric. In the illustrated device, this field biases the metal plate slightly positive with

respect to the P-type silicon. This electric field attracts electrons from deep within the
silicon up toward the surface, while it repels holes away from the surface.The field is
weak, so the change in carrier concentrations is small and the overall effect upon the
device characteristics is minimal.

Figure 1.228 shows what occurs when the gate of the MOS capacitor is biased
positively with respect to the backgate. The electric field across the gate dielectric
strengthens and more electrons are drawn up from the bulk. Simultaneously, holes
are repelled away from the surface. As the gate voltage rises, a point is reached
where more electrons than holes are present at the surface. Due to the excess elec-

trons, the surface layers of the silicon behave as if they were N—type. The apparent

reversal of doping polarity is called inversion and the layer of silicon that inverts is

called a channel. As the gate voltage increases still further, more electrons accumu~
late at the surface and the channel becomes more strongly inverted. The voltage at

which the channel just begins to form is called the threshold voltage V,. When the

voltage difference between gate and backgate is less than the threshold voltage. no
channel forms. When the voltage difference exceeds the threshold voltage, a chan-

nel appears.

   

   

Gate (UV) Gate (3V) Gate (~ 3V)

Metal Channel Q Accumulation
l

Oxide _ ‘' tlvlltllrlllla 'Il_.VIIIIIIIIIIIA VIAWIIIIIIIIIIIA

P-type
silicon  

Backgatc (UV)
(A) (B) (L )

Backgaie (OV) Backgate (UV)
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FIGURE L22 MOS capacitor:
(A) unbiased (VH1, = 0V),
(B) inversion (V,,»(, = 3V).
(C) accumulation (V3,; = JV).
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FIGURE L23 Cross sections of
MOSFET transistors: NMOS

(A) and PMOS (B). In these
diagrams,S : Source,
G = Gate, and D = Drain.The

backgate connections, though
present. are not illustrated.

Figure l.22C shows what happens if the gate of the MOS capacitor is biased neg-

atively with respect to the backgate. The electric field now reverses, drawing holes

toward the surface and repelling electrons away from it. The surface layers of sili-

con appear to be more heavily doped, and the device is said to be in accumulation.
The behavior of the MOS capacitor can be utilized to form a true MOS transis-

tor. Figure l.23A shows the cross section of the resulting device. The gate, dielectric.

and backgate remain as before. Two additional regions are formed by selectively

doping the silicon on either side of the gate. One of these regions is called the source
and the other is called the drain. Imagine that the source and backgate are both

grounded and that a positive voltage is applied to the drain. As long as the gate—to-

backgate voltage remains less than the threshold voltage, no channel forrns.The PN

junction formed between drain and backgate is reverse-biased. so very little current
flows from drain to backgate. If the gate voltage exceeds the threshold voltage, a

channel forms beneath the gate dielectric. This channel acts like a thin film of N—type

silicon shorting the source to the drain. A current consisting of electrons flows from
the source across the channel to the drain. In summary, drain current will only flow

if the gate—to-source voltage V05 exceeds the threshold voltage V,

 
(A) NMOS (B) PMOS

The source and drain of a MOS transistor are interchangeable, as both are sim-

ply N—type regions formed in the P—type backgate. In many cases, these two

regions are identical and the terminals can be reversed without changing the
behavior of the device. Such a device is said to be symmetric. In a symmetric MOS

transistor the labeling of source and drain becomes somewhat arbitrary. By defi-
nition, carriers flow out of the source and into the drain.T“ne identity of the source

and the drain therefore depends on the biasing of the device. Sometimes the bias

applied across the transistor fluctuates and the two terminals swap roles. In such
cases, the circuit designer must arbitrarily designate one terminal the drain and
the other the source.

Asymmetric MOS transistors are designed with different source and drain dopings

and geometries. There are several reasons why transistors may be made asymmet-
ric, but the result is the same in every case. One terminal is optimized to function as

the drain and the other as the source. If source and drain are swapped, then the per-
formance of the device will suffer.

The transistor depicted in Figure l.23A has an N—type channel and is therefore
called an N—channeZ MOS transistor, or NMOS. P-channel MOS (PMOS) transistors

also exist. Figure l.23B shows a sample PMOS transistor consisting of a lightly

doped N-type backgate with P~type source and drain regions. If the gate of this tran-

sistor is biased positive with respect to the backgate, then electrons are drawn to the

surface and holes are repelled away from it.The surface of the silicon accumulates.

and no channel forms. If the gate is biased negative with respect to the backgate.
then holes are drawn to the surface. and a channel forms.The PMOS transistor thus
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has a negative threshold voltage. Engineers often ignore the sign of the threshold
voltage since it is normally positive for NMOS transistors and negative for PMOS
transistors. An engineer might say. “The PMOS V, has increased from 0.6V to 0.7V”
when in actuality the PMOS V, has shifted from —0.6V to -0.7V.

l.4.l . Threshold Voltage

The tlzreslzold voltage of a MOS transistor equals the gate-to-source bias required to
just form a channel with the backgate of the transistor connected to the source. If
the gate—to~source bias is less than the threshold voltage. then no channel forms.The
threshold voltage exhibited by a given transistor depends on a number of factors.
including backgate doping, dielectric thickness, gate material, and excess charge in
the dielectric. Each of these effects will be briefly examined.

Backgate doping has a major effect on the threshold voltage. If the backgate is
doped more heavily. then it becomes more difficult to invert. A stronger electric
field is required to achieve inversion, and the threshold voltage increases. The back-
gate doping of an MOS transistor can be adjusted by performing a shallow implant
beneath the surface of the gate dielectric to dope the channel region. This type of
implant is called a zlzreshold adjust implant (or V, adjust implant).

Consider the effects of a V, adjust implant upon an NMOS transistor. If the
implant consists of acceptors. then the silicon surface becomes more difficult to
invert and the threshold voltage increases. If the implant consists of donors, then the
surface becomes easier to invert and the threshold decreases. If enough donors are
implanted, the surface of the silicon can actually become counterdoped. In this case,
a thin layer of N—type silicon forms a permanent channel at zero gate bias. The chan-
nel becomes more strongly inverted as the gate bias increases. As the gate bias is
decreased, the channel becomes less strongly inverted and at some point it vanishes.
The threshold voltage of this NMOS transistor is actually negative. Such a transis-
tor is called a depleti0n—rn0de NMOS, or simply a depletion NMOS. In contrast, an
NMOS with a positive threshold voltage is called an enlzmzcemenI—m0de NMOS, or
enhancement NM05. The vast majority of commercially fabricated MOS transistors
are enhancement—mode devices, but there are a few applications that require depletion-
mode devices. A depletion-mode PMOS can also be constructed. Such a device will
have a positive threshold voltage.

Depletion-mode devices should always be explicitly identified as such. One can-
not rely on the sign of the threshold voltage to convey this information, because
many engineers customarily ignore threshold polarities. Therefore, one should say
“a depletiorrmode PMOS with a threshold of 0.7V,” rather than a PMOS with a
threshold of 0.7V.” Many engineers would interpret the latter statement as indicat-
ing an enhancement PMOS with a threshold of —0.7V rather than a depletion
PMOS with a threshold of +0.7V. Explicitly referring to depletion-mode devices as
such eliminates any possibility of confusion.

Special symbols are often used to distinguish between different types of MOS
transistors. Figure 1.24 shows a representative collection of these symbols.”
Symbols A and B are the standard symbols for NMOS and PMOS transistors,
respectively. These symbols are not commonly used in the industry: instead symbols

Symbols A. B, F. (i. and H are used by various .'1UIh(>lS1SCC A. B. (irebene. l>’z'pz>lar and M().S‘/tnalng /nun
gram! C/‘r<‘ui! lhzrzgrz (New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1984). pp. ll3-~l 13; also R R. (Bray and R. 0. Meyer.
Anulx in am! /)(’.V/yifll u_f.»tuu{n_g //zritznrmf L'ln‘2u'I.i. 3rd ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1003), p. 60. The
.1 8'0/1:/Sizzle (}"nm'Is' also uses ihYc‘c<lCll'll1l'l£ll MOS symbols but differcntizitcs PMOS <le‘»ice.\ by placing abubble on their g¢!tc1C<‘d§.

MOS Transistors 5 27
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H6382 1.24 MOSFET

symbols: A, B: strtririrrrd
symbols; C, E}: industry symbols
{four—terrriiha§}: E. F: iorlrisrry
symlools { three—tetrriit1:iI}:
G, ll: <§eoletio:r«mo<:le devices:
1,}: asymmetric highazoitage
MOS symbols; L: Sf«"I31§‘fiv‘3§I'lC
highnroltztge M88 symbols.

{fits fie ti 4 1 :l(3

‘F *1‘? e‘ il3

C and D are preferred for N;\tC3S and PMOS transistors, respectively. These s}*m~
hols intentionally resemble NPN and PNP trarisistors. This convention helps high-
light the essential similarities between M08 and bipolar circuits. Symbols E and F
are sometimes employed when the hackgates of the transistors connect to lmowo

potentials. Every MOS transistor has a backgate, so this terminal must always eon~
nest to something. Symbols E and F are potentially confusing, because the reader
must infer the hackgate connections. These symbols are nonetheless very popular
because they make schematics much more legible. Symbols G and H are often used
for depletion-mode devices. where the solid bar from drain to source represents the
channel present at zero bias. Symbols 1 and J are sometimes employed for asym~
metric transistors with highwoltage drains, and symbols K and L are used for sj;m~
metric transistors with high—voltage terminations for both source and drain. There

are many other schematic symbols for MOS transistors; the ones shown in Figure 1.24
form only a representative sample.

Returning to the discussion of threshold Voltage. the dielectric also plays an
important role in determining the threshold voltage. A thicker dielectric weal<etis
the electric field by separating the charges by 21 greater distance. "lhus, thicker
dielectrics increase the threshold Voltage while thinner ones reduce it. In theory. the

materialrof the dielectric also affects the electric field strength. lo practice. almost

all MOS:rarisistors use pure silicon dioxide as the gate dielectric.This material can

be grown in extremely‘ thin films of exceptional purity anti uniformity; no other
material has comparable properties. Altei‘nate dielectric materials therefore have
very limited application.”

The gate electrode material also affects the threshold voltage of the transistor. As
mentioned above. an electric field appears across the gate oxide when the gate rmri

haclcgate are shorter} togethe1:This field is produced by the difference in xrsork func-
tions between the gate arid backgate materials. Most practical transistors use heav-

ily doped poiysilicoh for the gate electrode.The work function of polysilicon can ‘oz:
varied to a limited degree by chzrrrgirrg its doping.

potentially troublesome source of threshold voltage vzirizrtiori comes from the
presence of excess charges in the gate oxide or along the interfaces hetweert the
oxirle and the silicoti surface, These charges may cortsist of ionized impurity atoms‘

trapped carriers. or structrirzii ciefeets. The presence of trapped electric clizrrge in the
rlieleetris: or along its interfaces alters the electric iielri and therefore the threshold
roltzage. ll the ztrrtotirtt of trapped charge series with time, terriperatrire, or ziriplieii
bias, then the thresholci sfrsltzrge will also lliis stihieet is elisczissed in greater
aletail iri Section

      to air .Son or wlrcterrriimzsis:
sist<1r«:.§oclé.:&éhgt§:os with ri:.:«2t»<'>s<icic 
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1.4.2. 1-V Characteristics

"flit: pcrformanca of an MOS trzmsistor can be grztphéczalty ii1u:;tr::2ted by drawing a

fgnnét}/’ of LV curves sinzitar t0 those used for bigacflm” transistors. Figttrc 125 shows

:2 typical 0f curves; fur an ezlhzsncemcm 1 £108. The source and backgztte were:

connected together to obtain these pamicuiar curves. The verticai axis mc:asu::2s:

drain current 5;). while the h0f§Z{}£1¥&‘1t axir; £"f}€2iSL11‘€$ drain—t0«s0m’€:: mltzage 1~’M».

Each Curve I’€'p¥€S»‘3i3t$ 2: specific gatc«t0»s<>ur¢e vc>it21g:: i=’{;5~. The general chzxrzactér

of the curves regembies that of the bigotzir II'€iI}S§Si”{}Y Shawn in Fégurc 1.21, but the

fzmtiiy of cutws for an MOS transistor are (}bt€1iI}€3d by stepping gate Vottagc. white

thugs: for 22 bipoiar transistar are obtaimid by stepping hékfiii cttrrent.

 

Szatazrazum region

2»; —: 2.0V

  
Trmde 311% *1

region 7

A1 hm’ drain-to~source vuitzzges the: MOS channel behaves rcsistivety, and the

drain current increases Iinca1’¥y with voltzage. This regiim of operation is caiicd the

Eirzmr re*gizt>rz or r;*i:'2:ie regimz. This roughly corresponds to the saturation region of at

bipui;11' tran:;i:st<>r. The drain Current ievels off to an approxinxatciy constant vaiue
whzsn the :irain«-tzmourcc Voitage exceeds the diffezrence bctwczcn the g2:te~to~sourc€

voltage and the threshold V<>Etage.'I"his region is sailed the .2mz:m:i.<>zz regémz, and it

roughly C!;}t”fCSpOni1S to H163 f{)I'W8Yd activc I"’:‘gi()I“1 of a bipofar ttzmsistor. The term

.$'gi!E§§‘c§{£}',?!£ thus has very iiittktrczxt zveazniizgs fur MOS and bipolat‘ t1‘2m3isi<>§$.

The §">::}:2:\7é(>r of the MOS tr2msist<:r in the iénear region is csasily cxpiained. The

cinmztci acts as a féim of doped Silicon wéth a C§1z1?21Ct€3T§E§fiiS resistzzncc that depends

upon {its carrier a::'>:1centmti<>:1fR1<: Current itzcreazscfi Iiztezzrty with miizzgc. c>:2xctly as

one would expect of 2: resistor. Higher ggztcs voitage:s produce larger carrier <::mccn~
trzztéxms and thscrcfm‘c lessen the i’€SiSI'£iE‘1€€ at the: chazmei, PMOS transi§at<>r;\t behzms

.»;§m%£:;n‘Iy to ;\§M()S irzmsistors. but since hoécs ham: tamer mobilities than e¥c<:tmns,

tits zipparesnt resistance of the Chamaci is <:onsi<i<:rz:bEj; greater. The -cffrzctive z“csi:*;tA

zmcc at 2:21 :‘v{OS trzmsistign‘ operating in the i§'§('3t;it3 region is: jgmbolizcd R;/W;),,;A

§‘s»i{'}S §z‘;msiste>rs 52211522143 b¢<;:m:x:<3 0%’ 2: g“2hCiEé;}II‘§€:§‘:1,‘>§1 £22123}:/:e;1 ;?i2'z<‘f1~<[{ff.\§7hiE€ the

&:*;:i1's»ta—s<>ttr¢c v<f>§'a;2g,c f’C{I‘££1§I‘sS Sinai}. éi L§4:;>Ecti<m ra:géot“s of uititétrni titickncss 921:»

§‘a>EEi}d5 the c§1zs21z:ci£§Eg:ti:‘c §,Z€éA}.As the drain ‘hc<:omz:i~,; more g7<3:;i{é:«~’c with zcsgécct

1:: s<:m*c<:. the dssgéletézm rcgma bcsgiizs tn ziséckw at the zlrairz a:nLi."Fi:is; i;§f;‘§}§Cf§i{}iE
!”:é"m“: é:it:":1<i'cxé:z%.:>the chzzizzécé aim? f§;%Z”f(}¥%/‘S it. E%=':,’I‘:EEE‘:it§}7 {Etc <:§‘;;:;'mc§ sicpéctcs 22$

w:§}t tttsozigté it is xaiici ta} hays: ;3éI:<'}2‘*z§ s’z,f;f‘{E‘a:t:::> 2.7373}. ifzzrré-;>r.-: mam:

gésswsz the i;‘h&ii§fi§;‘.E pmgtcitcgl the :’<:E;iiix-‘c§§* ciezrtiéc Eézsid :»tEc‘>:1gi§.W§1cs3 thay

1'«;~2‘:ct2 the of the §)é:tcE‘:c<i~0f§ zcgizvzz, ting}? am: sztckest azgmsgs the cicpistiam

:'::g§<;;1 $73.: tézzz .a:tr<}:2;_: cicctréc {Esta}. The: wttzgzc; €§f()§P 22::mss E563 :;:ham1cE :io::.~'; 52:2:
;’:z:;:c:§>;<: as ttéc <ir;:§z: mftzwc is; Encsrczssccii Eststcmi the pin:;h::si-off rcgwga 9365223.
3‘?/::_:'»:. i%‘;<: eirzsin i;tt§“é'é:E}{ r<;as.:!m<: Li {Emit zmai to itaagzcaisc.

M{JS Transistors; 29

FIGURE 3.25 Typéczxi LV ptot of
an §\iMOS trzmsiataxr.
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FIGBRE l.2fi Behavior of
MOS transistor under bias:

{A} $5,}; = (W (triode region}:
{B} lflgs 2 l€3\:" {saturation
region}.  

- ' Depletion region
l’ ' Pinchedoff

region

The drain current curves actually tilt slightly upward in the saturation region.
This tilt is caused by cfztmnet’ Zerzgth tnotittlrzzion. which is the MOS equivalent of
the Early effect. increases in drain voltage cause the pinched~off region to widen
and the channel length to shorten. The shorter channel still has the same poten-
tial drop across it, so the electric field intensifies and the carriers more more rap-
idly. The drain current thus increases slightly with increasing drain-to-source
voltage.

The l—V curves of Figure l.25 were obtained with the backgate of the transistor
connected to the source. if the baclcgate is biased independently of the source, then

the apparent threshold voltage of the transistor will vary. If the source of an NMOS
transistor is biased above its baclcgate, then its apparent threshold voltage increases.
if the source of a PMOS transistor is biased below its backgate, then its threshold

voltage decreases (it becomes more negative}. This bnckgate effect, or body effect,
arises because the backgate-to—source voltage modulates the depletion region
beneath the channel. This depletion region widens as the bacl<gate—to-source differ-
ential increases, and it intrudes into the channel as well as into the backgate. A high

backgate—to—source differential will thin the channel, which in turn raises the appar-
ent threshold voltage. The intrusion of the depletion region into the channel
becomes more significant as the backgate doping rises, and this in turn increases the
rnagnitude of the body effect.

MOS transistors are normally considered majority carrier devices. which conduct

only after 3 channel forms. This simplistic View does not explain the low levels of
conduction that occur at gate—to—sourcc Voltages just less than the threshold voltage.
The forrriation of at channel is 3 gradual process. As the gate~to—source Voltage

increases. the gate first attracts small numbers of minority carriers to the surface.
The concentration of rninoritj; carriers rises as the voltage increases. When the gate»
to~source voltage exceeds the threshold, the number of rninority carriers becomes
so large that the surface of the silicon inverts and a channel forms. Before this
occurs, minority carriers can still rnove from the source to the drain by diffusion.
This 5trb!}tre5'i’zr}Zr£ cc>;t.dzrt:t.€r2rz produces currents that are much smaller than those
that would flow if 3 channel were present However; they are still many orders of

magnitude greater than itinction leakages, Sobthreshold condnction is tsspicalltr sig»
niiiczsnt only erlten the gEii€t~lZ{T2eSOt1{C€ voltage within shout tl.3V of the threshold
roltzrge, This is sufficient to ceose serions *‘lenl<zige” problems in iris?-1'} devices.
Some Cli;‘Cif’l{It“ll circuits nctnzilljc tzrlce advantage of the exponeritizil V{‘:l§2ig€:~l€)~€tEi‘t’t3Hi

relationship of sitbthreshold conduction, but these circuits czrnriot opernte st tern~
perzitures rnnch in excess of l€}t7l"{7 because the junction lenlcagcs hecorne so large
that they raverwhelni the tiny snhthreshold currents.
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As with bipolar transistors. MOS transistors can break down by either avalanche
or punchthrough. If the voltage across the depletion region at the drain becomes so
large that avalanche multiplication occurs. the drain current increases rapidly.
Similarly, if the entire channel pinches off, then the source and drain will be shorted
by the resulting depletion region and the transistor will punch through.

The operating voltage of an MOS transistor is often limited to a value consid-
erably below the onset of avalanche or punchthrough by a long—term degrada-
tion mechanism called hot carrier injection. Carriers that traverse the pinched-

off portion of the drain are accelerated by the strong electric field present here.
The carriers can achieve velocities far beyond those normally associated with

room—temperature thermal diffusion. so they are called hot carriers. When these
carriers collide with atoms near the silicon surface, some of them are deflected up

into the gate oxide, and a few of these become trapped. Slowly, over a long period
of operation, the concentration of these trapped carriers increases and the thres—
hold voltage shifts. Hot hole injection occurs less readily than hot electron injection
because the lower mobility of holes limits their velocity and therefore their ability
to surmount the oxide interface. For this reason, NMOS transistors are frequently

limited to lower operating voltages than PMOS transistors of similar construction.
Various techniques have been devised to limit hot carrier injection (Section 12.1).

[E JFET TRANSISTORS

The MOS transistor represents only one type of field—effect transistor. Another is
the junction field-effect transistor or JFET. This device uses the depletion regions
surrounding reverse-biased junctions as a gate dielectric. Figure l.27A shows a
cross-section of an N—channel JFET. This device consists of a bar of lightly doped N-

type silicon called the body into which two P—type diffusions have been driven from
opposite sides. The thin region of N~type silicon remaining between the junctions
forms the channel of the JFET. The two diffusions act as the gate and the backgate

and the opposite ends of the body form the source and the drain.

Pinched-off region r

Patype gate
(J

N«type body -— C‘?

  
P-type backgate ' BU

(‘hannel

Suppose that all four terminals of the N«channel JFET are grounded. Depletion
regions form around the gate~body and backgate—body junctions. These depletion
regions extend into the lightly doped channel, but they do not actually touch one
another. A channel therefore exists from the drain to the source. If the drain volt—

age rises above the source voltage, then a current flows through the channel from
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FIGURE 1.27 Cross sections of
an N—channel JFET transistor

operating in the linear region
(A) and in saturation (B). In
both diagrams, S = Source.
D 2 Drain. G = Gate. and

BG 2 Backgate.
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